Big Power in a Small Package!
Crydom PCB mount solid-state relays reduce panel space
requirements while maintaining power capabilities
For Immediate Release: June 12th, 2007
Crydom, an operation of Custom Sensors & Technologies (CST) and North American Leader in solid state relays, announces
the most extensive line of standard and custom PCB mount power solid state relays available to the European and Asian
markets. These relays offer ratings from 1 amp to 25 amps (forced air) at line voltages up to 660Vac., which makes them
ideal for literally hundreds of commercial and industrial switching applications. Their compact design is also well suited for
high-density PCB applications. Moreover, these relays contain no moving parts, which provides for silent operation and life
expectancies at full-load current in excess of 50 times most electromechanical relays.
These compact solid state relays are ideal for use in numerous commercial & industrial applications, including:
electromechanical relay replacement, pump control systems, gaming equipment, vending machines, security systems,
medical equipment, solenoid control, packaging equipment, printing machines, and much more.
Versions are available with either a zero-crossing (resistive loads) or random turn-on (inductive / phase control loads) output.
UL Recognition, CSA Certification, VDE Approval, and CE Compliance available on most models.
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Ratings up to 25A (forced air) @ 660V
AC
SCR output for heavy industrial or
commercial loads (most versions)
Available in standard in-line, mini inline, or dual in-line packages
Life expectancy in excess of 50x typical
electro-mechanical relays at full-load
current
No moving parts eliminates all
acoustical noise
Not sensitive to magnetic fields
Custom models available upon request
RoHS Compliant

About Crydom
Crydom is an operation of Custom Sensors & Technologies (CST). Crydom is the global leader in solid state relay
technology. Crydom manufactures and sells two of the most preferred brands of solid state relays around the world, Crydom
and Crouzet. Thousands of catalog off-the-shelf items are available, as well as custom-designed solid state relays and related
products. Crydom continues to satisfy the most demanding customers’ environmental and performance requirements creating
product solutions to suit their specific application.
About Custom Sensors & Technologies
Headquartered in Moorpark, Calif., Custom Sensors & Technologies (CST) is a business unit of Schneider Electric. CST was
formed from the combination of Kavlico, Crouzet, Crydom and former divisions of BEI Technologies. CST provides sensors,
controls and actuation products to the industrial, transportation, and military and aerospace markets.
About Schneider Electric
Schneider Electric is the world’s power and control specialist. Through its world-class brands, Merlin Gerin, Square D and
Telemecanique, Schneider Electric anticipates and satisfies its customers’ requirements in the residential, building, industry
and energy and infrastructure markets. With 105,000 employees and operations in 190 countries, Schneider Electric
generated sales of €13.7 billion in 2006 through 15,000 sales outlets.
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